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In 2001, Dr. Wayne Dyer wrote a book called 10 Secrets for Success and Inner Peace,
based on the most important principles he wanted his children to live by. Serena Dyer, one of
those children, has contemplated these ideas throughout her life. “Don’t die with your music
still in you” has been the most important principle for Serena: to her, it means that you don’t
allow yourself to live any life other than the one you were born to live. Serena explains what
it was like to grow up with spiritual parents. She touches upon her dad’s original secrets,
imparting her own experience with them and detailing how they have affected the way she
approaches various situations in life. Serena wrote the book, Don’t Die with Your Music Still
In You – My Experience Growing Up with Spiritual Parents, with her father, Wayne Dyer. This
father-daughter collaboration was created to inspire anyone who is looking to find the “music”
inside themselves.
Listen to Serena on CYACYL:
http://bit.ly/1r5tMCm
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FROM THE EDITOR
Today, we want immediate gratification. If
it’s broken, an old model, or not working the
way we want, we simply throw it out and
replace it with something new, something
upgraded. Is it possible that we are carrying
our new disposable/replaceable mentality
into our relationships?
How many people do you know that “cut
off” contact with someone with whom
they had a disagreement? They end the
relationship and find someone new to fill the
void.
How many marriages suffer from infidelity
because of boredom or not having particular
needs met? One spouse moves on to
someone new, often breaking ties with their
old partner and even their children, and
creates a new family.

Out With The Old And
In With The New
Recently, I was a participant in a round
table discussion in which we talked about
interpersonal relationships. A repeating
theme of the conversation was that people
felt like they were replaceable, that there
was no value given to them and/or a
relationship by a friend, partner, family
member, or employer.
Hearing so many people express the same
feeling made me start to wonder if we have
become a society of disposables.
It reminded me of an expression my mother
used to say: “Out with the old and in with
the new.”
It seems like just about every aspect of
our life today is disposable. We throw away
televisions, computers, clothing, phones,
food, furniture, and so much more.

How many employers replace or demote
an employee for a minor infraction without
giving the person a second chance? They
hire a replacement.
If any of these scenarios sound familiar
to you (I know they do to me), perhaps
it’s time to examine how we interact with
others. Are we looking for a quick fix? Would
we be willing to cut someone out of our life
because we are angry? Are we considering
replacing a spouse (or have already done
so) before exploring every avenue to repair
the relationship? Would we fire an employee
without giving it a second thought?
If you believe that you may have adopted a
disposable mentality, now’s the time to make
a change. Start nurturing your relationships
– put in the time and do the necessary
work. Appreciate and value what you have
(material items and relationships) and stop
keeping one eye open looking for something
better. Empathize with others before taking
action. Repair something before tossing it in
the trash.

By contrast, when I was growing up, we
fixed everything. There was a neighborhood
television repairman. We ate leftovers for
dinner. We took our shoes to the local
shoemaker for new heels. Baby diapers were
cloth and appliances were kept until they
could no longer be repaired. We drove the
same car until it died on the road. And most
marriages lasted “until death do us part.”

If you feel like someone that has been
replaced, remember that we can’t change or
control other people and how they behave,
but we can change our behavior. We can
change the way we respond and the way
we treat others. And, little by little, perhaps
our treatment of others may just start a
movement in a more positive direction.

While it is true that we have more
conveniences and opportunities than our
parents and grandparents, I believe our
ancestors had something that many of us
lack – the ability to attach to and appreciate
what they had.

As Michael Jackson so eloquently stated in
the song, Man in the Mirror, “If you want to
make the world a better place take a look
at yourself and then make a change.” Who
knows, one day we may all learn to treasure
the “old” and forget the new.
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Let Go of the Ashes
By Joel Osteen
I know a man that lost his wife over
10 years ago. She was killed in an
automobile accident. It was a very
tragic situation. Of course, there
is a normal period for grieving.
That’s a part of the healing process.
That’s the way God made us. But
some ten years later, this man
was still grieving. He let a season
of mourning turn into a lifetime of
mourning. He ended up a very
bitter, angry man. What happened?
He was holding on to the ashes.
God wanted to give him beauty, but
because he wouldn’t let go of the
old, he couldn’t receive the new.
The enemy would love for you to
spend your whole life sitting in the
ashes, bitter over a relationship that
didn’t work out, angry over a job you
didn’t get, feeling sorry for yourself
because of a loved one who died.

It’s time to turn those ashes loose.
If you went through a divorce, let
it go. God has somebody better in
your future. If you weren’t treated
right growing up, let it go, and
God will make it up to you. Quit
mourning over what you cannot
change. If God wanted you to have
that position that you didn’t get, you
would have it. Shake off the selfpity. Shake off the disappointment.
The apostle Paul put it this way,
“Forgetting what lies behind, I strain
toward what lies ahead.” That word
“strain” indicates it’s going to take
effort. If you go through a bad break
or a loss, the easy thing to do is sit
around and talk about how bad life
is treating you. But if you’re going
to keep moving forward, you’ve got
to have a strong will. You’ve got to
rise up like Paul and say, “That’s it. I

am not holding on to these ashes.
I know that what’s in my future is
greater than what’s in my past. So
I am pressing forward into the life
of blessing God has in store for
me!”
Joel Osteen is pastor of Lakewood
Church in Houston, Texas – a
vibrant and diverse church that
Forbes calls the largest and
fastest-growing congregation
in America. Joel shares a
positive message of hope and
encouragement that extends all
around the world.
www.joelosteen.com
Copyright © 2014 by Joel Osteen.
All rights reserved. Used by
permission. International copyright
secured.
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Why Did Saturated
Fat Get a Bad Rep?
By Mark Hyman, MD
Even today, as new studies emerge
showing saturated fat does not cause
heart disease, you’ll occasionally find
a misguided journalist incorrectly lump
it with trans fat or use “artery clogging”
to describe saturated fat.
The tide is slowly changing. One
recent meta-analysis in the Annals
of Internal Medicine concluded
“current evidence does not clearly
support cardiovascular guidelines
that encourage high consumption of
polyunsaturated fatty acids and low
consumption of total saturated fats.”
Other researchers ask we reconsider
stigmatizing saturated fat.
“The adverse health effects that have
been associated with saturated fats
in the past are most likely due to
factors other than SFAs [saturated
fatty acids],” writes Glen D. Lawrence
in a 2013 Advances in Nutrition
review, who then asks “for a rational
reevaluation of existing dietary
recommendations that focus on
minimizing dietary SFAs, for which
mechanisms for adverse health effects
are lacking.”
The question becomes, why did
saturated fat ever develop a bad
reputation that it needs to be
vindicated today? We have a very
influential researcher named Ancel
Keys to thank for that.
In 1955 at the World Health
Organization in Geneva, Keys offered
what became known as his lipid
hypothesis, which claimed dietary
fat raised cholesterol, subsequently
increasing heart disease.
Initially, Keys targeted dietary fat as
the culprit, but over time, he modified
his argument to point the finger solely

at saturated fat. Whereas unsaturated
fat in vegetable oils could benefit
health, he claimed, saturated fats
create adverse affects.
The American Heart Association
quickly embraced Keys’ hypothesis,
warning that butter, eggs, meat,
and other saturated fat-rich foods
contributed to heart disease and
emphasizing a low-fat diet to prevent
heart disease.
Eventually, Keys presented his
Seven Countries Study, which argued
countries where people ate more fat—
particularly saturated fat—had more
cases of heart disease.
Why Saturated Fat Is Not the
Enemy
“Saturated fat has been demonized
ever since Ancel Keys’s landmark
‘seven countries’ study in 1970,”
writes Aseem Malhotra in a British
Medical Journal review appropriately
called “Saturated fat is not the major
issue.”
As Malhotra and numerous other
researchers point out, correlation is
not causation, and Keys neglected to
account for many factors that could
also contribute to heart disease. Keys
cherry-picked his data, conveniently
excluding whatever didn’t fit his
hypothesis. In fact, the countries he
studied that had the highest rates of
heart disease also were the countries
with the highest intakes of sugar and
refined carbohydrates. Was it the fat
or the sugar? Turns out it was the
sugar!
Even though critics pointed out these
and other fallacies in Keys’s work,
the public bought into the saturatedfat-is-harmful myth, avoiding it like
the plague for decades and choosing

instead inflammatory vegetable
oils and trans fats in fake foods like
margarine.
The truth becomes much more
complicated. Some fats do raise
cholesterol, whereas others lower
cholesterol. Even when saturated
fat does, the type of cholesterol
becomes more important than
cholesterol itself. Saturated fat does
raise the LDL or bad cholesterol,
but it also raises the good or HDL
cholesterol. But sugar lowers HDL
cholesterol. And it is the ratio of total
to LDL cholesterol that is a far more
important predictor of heart attacks
than LDL cholesterol itself.
Quality becomes paramount here.
The saturated fat in a fast-food
bacon cheeseburger will have an
entirely different effect than saturated
fat in coconut oil.
Let’s use grass-fed beef as an
example. Although lower in saturated
fat than grain-fed beef, roughly 40
to 50 percent of the fat in grass-fed
beef is saturated.
Compared with grain-fed beef, grassfed beef contains more stearic acid,
a saturated fat that doesn’t increase
cholesterol. In fact, one study in
the journal Lipid found stearic acid
lowered LDL cholesterol.
Grass-fed beef contains lower
amounts of palmitic acid and myristic
acid, two saturated fats that can
potentially raise cholesterol.
Even then, the type of cholesterol
becomes more relevant than raising
cholesterol itself. Researchers now
understand high density lipoprotein
(HDL) and low-density lipoprotein
(LDL), the molecules that carry

Why Did Saturated
Fat Get a Bad Rep?
continued

cholesterol, come in several types.
Larger, fluffy “good” molecules are
harmless, whereas small, pellet-like
“bad” molecules can actually create or
exacerbate problems.
Interestingly, researchers find when
folks consume more saturated fat—
especially from healthy sources
like coconut oil—their “good” LDL
cholesterol increases and their “bad”
LDL decreases. Saturated fat in foods
like extra virgin coconut butter fuels
your mitochondria, provides antiinflammatory benefits, and could even
improve your cholesterol numbers.
Why Sugar Is the Enemy
We must also consider other
factors, other than saturated fat and
cholesterol that could contribute to
heart disease. The purple elephant in
the room—the one that researchers
neglected to focus on for decades—is
sugar, especially high-fructose corn
syrup and other man-made sugars.
A century ago, we ate far more
saturated fat but had less heart
disease. Butter and lard were staples
and heart attacks were rare and
almost unknown. We also ate a lot
less sugar, and zero of our sugar
came from high-fructose corn syrup
(HFCS). Today, the average kid
consumes 34 teaspoons of sugar
every day, largely as HFCS in sodas
and processed foods. We went from
eating about 10 pounds of sugar
a year in the 1800s to 150 pounds
today. That’s average; some people
eat much more than that.
In the past 30 years since HFCS was
introduced into our diet, we’ve gone
from zero calories to 66 pounds of
this Frankenfood annually. It’s no
coincidence that, within that time
period, we’ve seen obesity and

chronic illness rates (including heart
disease) skyrocket.
One recent study published in
JAMA Internal Medicine found, even
accounting for other risk factors, that
those with the highest sugar intake
had a four-fold increase in their risk of
heart attacks compared to those with
the lowest intakes.
Ironically, U.S. Dietary Guidelines
today restrict saturated fat to no more
than 10 percent of a person’s caloric
intake; yet, they set no limit to added
sugar. Can you see why we’ve gone
after the wrong enemy for so long?
Among its many problems, sugar
contributes to inflammation (the
root of heart disease) as well as
high triglycerides, lower HDL (good)
cholesterol, and dangerous, small LDL
(bad) cholesterol.
Many of the low-fat and fat-free
Frankenfoods we’ve consumed over
the past few decades have been
higher in sugar, particularly HFCS.
“We’ve all been sold a bill of goods
about so-called healthy low-fat foods
like cookies and muffins,” writes
Christiane Northrup, MD. “When you
begin to read labels, you’ll quickly
see how much sugar is added to just
about everything, especially to low-fat
foods.”
Lumping all saturated fats into one
category over-simplifies things much
like claiming all carbohydrates are
bad. Broccoli and a hot fudge sundae
are both carbohydrates, yet you
know one benefits you and the other
doesn’t.
Don’t be afraid of saturated fat.
Instead, maximize healthy sources

like coconut and grass-fed beef
and you’ll automatically edge out
unhealthy sources. Combine that
with a diet free of added sugars
and you have an effective strategy
to normalize cholesterol, as well as
reduce your risk for heart disease,
obesity, type 2 diabetes, and
numerous other chronic conditions.
Over the past decade, we’ve seen
a paradigm shift from dietary fat to
sugar becoming the enemy.
Mark Hyman, MD, is dedicated
to identifying and addressing the
root causes of chronic illness
through a groundbreaking wholesystems medicine approach
called Functional Medicine. He is
a family physician, an eight-time
New York Times bestselling author,
and an international leader in his
field. Through his private practice,
education efforts, writing, research,
and advocacy, he empowers others
to stop managing symptoms and
start treating the underlying causes
of illness, thereby tackling our
chronic-disease epidemic.
www.drhyman.com

A Decision I Must
Make Every Day
By Steve Goodier
Gretchen Alexander is sightless. But
she refuses to allow her blindness
to limit her life activities. She enjoys
archery, golf, softball, sailing and
water-skiing, as well as a number of
other activities that those of us who
are sighted have yet to learn.
She also speaks to groups about
living life fully. When speaking to a
group of high school students, she
was once asked if there was anything
she wouldn’t try.
“I’ve decided to never skydive,” she
answered. “It would scare the heck
out of my dog.”
Why do some people rise above
their problems and live life fully, while
others become defeated? Merle Shain
explains it this way: “There are only
two ways to approach life, as a
victim or as a gallant fighter. And
every day the decision is ours.”
Or put another way, we can believe
we’re helpless or we can believe we’re
powerful and capable. And every day
we reaffirm our belief.
Another person who knew what
it was like to live sightless, not to
mention soundless, was Helen
Keller. She famously pointed out that
“although the world is full of suffering,
it is also full of the overcoming of

suffering.” Does that sound someone
who believes she is helpless, or like
someone who believes she is capable?
I love the perspective of a shop owner
in Nottingham, England. He posted
this notice in the window of his coat
store: “We have been established
for over 100 years and have been
pleasing and displeasing customers
ever since. We have made money
and lost money, suffered the effects
of coal nationalization, coat rationing,
government control and bad payers.
We have been cussed and discussed,
messed about, lied to, held up, robbed
and swindled. The only reason we stay
in business is to see what happens
next.”
Though he lifts up a myriad of
hardships they’ve endured, they
somehow figured out how to stay
in business. Does that sound like
someone who believes he is helpless
or capable?
When discouraged some people will
give up, give in or give out far too early.
They blame their problems on difficult
situations, unreasonable people or their
own inabilities.
When discouraged other people will
push back that first impulse to quit,
push down their initial fear, push

through feelings of helplessness
and push ahead. They’re less likely
to find something to blame and
more likely to find a way through.
For me, it’s an important decision
about whether I want to live my life
fully and with courage or whether
I will be forever defeated by harsh
circumstances. It’s a decision about
believing I am powerful enough and
capable enough. And it’s a decision
I must make every day of my life.
Steve Goodier is an ordained
United Methodist minister and the
author of numerous books about
personal development, motivation,
inspiration, and making needed
life changes. He is the founder
and publisher of Your Life Support
System, an e-zine in existence
since 1999. Steve writes a
syndicated newspaper column and
has produced a daily inspirational
radio program. He has taught and
counseled people through life
changes and spiritual development
for three decades. Together with his
wife Bev, a professional counselor
and small group leader, he has led
numerous workshops on relational,
spiritual and inter-personal growth
topics.
www.LifeSupportSystem.com

don Miguel Ruiz

The Fifth Agreement:
Be Skeptical, But Learn to Listen
The fifth agreement is be skeptical, but
learn to listen. Be skeptical because most
of what you hear isn’t true. You know that
humans speak with symbols, and that
symbols aren’t the truth. Symbols are only
the truth because we agree, not because
they are really the truth. But the second half
of the agreement is learn to listen, and the
reason is simple: When you learn to listen,
you understand the meaning of the symbols
that people are using; you understand their
story, and the communication improves
a lot. Then perhaps instead of all the
confusion among humans who inhabit the
earth, there will be clarity.
Once you realize that hardly anything you
know through symbols is true, then be
skeptical has a much bigger meaning. Be
skeptical is masterful because it uses the
power of doubt to discern the truth.

believes in lies. You know that humans
distort the truth because we are dreaming,
and our dream is just a reflection of the
truth.
Every artist distorts the truth, but you don’t
need to judge what somebody says, or
call that person a liar. All of us tell lies in
one way or another, and it’s not because
we want to lie. It’s because of what we
believe; it’s because of the symbols we
learned, and the way we are applying all
of those symbols. Once you are aware
of this, the fifth agreement makes a lot
of sense, and it can make a very big
difference in your life.

People will come to you and tell you their
personal story. They will tell you their point
of view, what they believe is truth. But you
won’t judge if it’s truth or if it’s not truth.
You don’t have any judgment, but you do
Whenever you hear a message from
have respect. You listen to the way other
yourself, or from another artist, simply ask:
people express their symbols, knowing
Is it truth, or is it not truth? Is it reality or is it that whatever they say is distorted by
a virtual reality? The doubt takes you behind their beliefs. You know that what they are
the symbols, and makes you responsible
telling you is nothing but a story, and you
for every message you deliver and receive.
know that because you can feel it. You just
Why would you want to invest your faith
know. But you also know when their words
in any message that is not true? By being
come from truth, and you know without
skeptical, you don’t believe every message; words, and that’s the main point.
you don’t put your faith in symbols, and
when your faith is not in symbols, your faith Truth or fiction, you don’t have to believe
anyone’s story. You don’t have to form an
is in yourself.
opinion about what someone says. You
Then if faith is believing without a doubt,
don’t have to express your own opinion.
and doubt is not believing, be skeptical.
You don’t have to agree or disagree. Just
Don’t believe. And what will you not
listen. The more impeccable a person is
believe? Well, you will not believe all
with the word, the clearer the message will
the stories that we artists create with
be, but the words that come from another
our knowledge. You know that most of
artist have nothing to do with you. You
our knowledge isn’t true — the whole
know that it’s nothing personal. You listen
symbology isn’t true — so don’t believe me, and you understand all the words, but the
don’t believe yourself, and don’t believe
words no longer affect you. You no longer
anybody else. The truth doesn’t need you to judge what other people say because you
believe it; the truth simply is, and it survives understand what they are doing. They are
whether you believe it or not. Lies need you only letting you know what is going on in
to believe them. If you don’t believe lies,
their virtual world.
they don’t survive your skepticism, and they
simply disappear.
You already have the awareness that all
artists live in their own dream, in their
But skepticism can go in two directions. One own world. In that world, whatever they
way is to pretend to be skeptical because
perceive is truth for them, and it could
you think you’re too smart to be gullible.
be that it’s absolutely true for the artists
“Look at how intelligent I am. I don’t believe who are expressing their story, but it’s
in anything.” This is not skepticism. To be
not truth for you. The only truth for you
skeptical is not to believe everything you
is what you perceive in your world. With
hear, and you don’t believe because it’s not this awareness, there’s nothing to prove
the truth, that’s all. The way to be skeptical
to anyone. It’s not about being right or
is just to be aware that the entire humanity
wrong. You respect whatever somebody

says because it’s another artist speaking.
Respect is so important. When you learn to
listen, you show respect for the other artists
— you show respect for their art, for their
creation.
All artists have the right to create their art in
whatever way they want. They have the right
to believe whatever they want to believe;
they have the right to say whatever they have
to say, but if you don’t learn to listen, you
will never understand what they’re saying.
Listening is so important in communication.
When you learn to listen, you know exactly
what other people want. Once you know what
they want, what you do with that information
is up to you. You can react or not react, you
can agree or disagree with what they say,
and that depends on what you want.
Just because other people want something,
that doesn’t mean you have to give them
what they want. People are always trying
to hook your attention, because through
the attention they can download any
information. Many times you just don’t want
that information. You listen; you don’t want
it, you ignore it and change directions. But if
that information hooks your attention, then
you really want to listen to find out if what
someone is saying is important to you. Then
you can share your point of view if you want
to, knowing that it’s just a point of view. That’s
your choice, but the key is to listen. If you can
understand other people’s stories, and they
can understand yours, then together you can
create the most beautiful dream.
don Miguel Ruiz is the international
bestselling author of a series of books
including The Four Agreements – over seven
years on The New York Times bestseller list
and the 36th bestselling book of the decade.
His other books include: The Mastery of
Love, The Voice of Knowledge, Prayers,
Beyond Fear and The Fifth Agreement, a
collaboration with his son don Jose Ruiz. Don
Miguel has received numerous recognitions,
including a US Air Force challenge coin
engraved with The Four Agreements, and
he is referenced as a National Heirloom of
Mexico.
www.miguelruiz.com

• Workplace exposure to a wide range of
carcinogens and lifestyle risks
• Alcohol, with early and excessive use
• Tobacco, with early and excessive use
• Inactivity and a sedentary lifestyle
• Chronic insomnia or long term sleep
deprivation
• Prolonged periods of intense stress and
emotional trauma
• Hair dyes, with early and prolonged use
• If you have checked off a number of the
above risk factors, do not panic.

Say No to Breast Cancer
Dr. Mao Shing Ni
Breast cancer is the most common cancer
in women and the risks are highest in the
female population between the ages of 25
and 65 in the United States. My patients
with breast cancer often ask what they
can do to reduce the risk in their preadolescent and teenage daughters. Some
studies show that the predisposition for
breast cancer starts in the womb. Men are
also affected, not only through the women
in their lives, but because they too can
become breast cancer victims.
There are a number of tools that are
used to assess your relative breast
cancer risk. They include genetic testing,
regular breast screenings, tests to
detect environmental toxic exposure,
and histories of hormonal use, alcohol
consumption use and biorhythm factors
including age, time of period onset,
pregnancy history, breast feeding, age at
first delivery and last delivery and obesity.
Genetic testing and early detection
screenings are useful tools, although
genetic testing can create stress of its own
and excessive mammography exposes
you to unnecessary radiation.
A better way is to use regularly breast
thermography, which detects temperature
variations in tissues, supplemented
with ultrasound exam and occasional
mammography to bolster early detection.

Environmental factors, such as
xenoestrogens from pesticides and PCBs
from plastics, also predispose you to
breast cancer and other cancers. Below
is a checklist that assesses your risk level
in developing breast cancer. The more
factors you have checked off, the higher the
likelihood.
• Oral contraceptives, early and prolonged
use of estrogen replacement therapy with
high doses, fertility drugs
• Pre-menopausal mammography, with early
and repeated exposure

Visit a holistically-minded gynecologist
or women’s health specialist for regular
screenings. Commit to eliminating most,
if not all, of the risk factors from your
life. Make an appointment with a natural
medicine practitioner, such as a doctor
of Oriental medicine, to implement a
preventive program. Start a supervised
detoxification program and implement
ways to boost your immune system with
acupuncture and Chinese herbal medicine.
Learn and practice tai chi and meditation,
both of which have been shown to reduce
stress and improve the immune system’s
natural killer-cell activities. Also, begin a
cancer-prevention diet and restore the
healthy rhythms in your lifestyle where
work and play are balanced with adequate
rest and relaxation.
One in seven women will develop breast
cancer in their lifetime. You do not have to
be a sitting duck waiting for breast cancer
to happen to you. Start being proactive
with prevention. With knowledge and
determination, you can positively lower
your risks of developing the disease and
SAY NO TO BREAST CANCER!

• Non-hormonal prescription drugs such as
some anti-hypertensives

May you Live Long, Live Strong, and Live
Happy!

• Silicone gel breast implants, especially
those wrapped in polyurethane foam

Dr. Mao, best known as Dr. Mao is a
bestselling author, doctor of Oriental
Medicine and board certified anti-aging
expert. He has recently appeared on The
Ricki Lake Show, Dr. Oz, and contributes
to Yahoo Health and The Huffington
Post. Dr. Mao practices acupuncture,
nutrition, and Chinese medicine with his
associates at the Tao of Wellness in Santa
Monica, Newport Beach and Pasadena.
Dr. Mao and his brother, Dr. Daoshing Ni,
founded the Tao of Wellness more than 25
years ago in addition to founding Yo San
University in Marina del Rey.

• Diets high in animal fat contaminated with
undisclosed carcinogenic and estrogenic
chemicals, and dairy products contaminated
with growth hormone
• Diets high in pesticide / herbicide-ridden
produce
• Regularly heating food with plastic
containers, and drinking only plastic bottled
water
• Domestic exposure to household chemicals
or pollutants from chemical plants and
hazardous waste sites

www.taoofwellness.com.

Peace is Not
What We Think
By Ed & Deb Shapiro
Many years ago Deb went to
run a bath and found a spider
in the tub. At that moment
she was presented with a
choice: flush it down the drain
or take the time to get it out
(bearing in mind that Deb is
not very fond of spiders!). She
also realized that the choice
was depended on her frame
of mind. If she was in a bad
mood, depressed, or angry
then she’d be most likely to
wash the spider away; if she
was feeling happy, calm, and
at peace with herself, then
she would undoubtedly help
it out.
In other words, when we
are upset or angry then all
we can and want to do is
hurt someone else, our pain
gets projected onto others
or blamed onto everything
around us: “It’s your fault I’m
unhappy!” But when we’re
happy or in a good mood then
it’s virtually impossible to hurt
another.
Think back to times when
you got angry or upset about
something and recall how
your behavior was. Did you
lash out or shout at someone
else? And think about times
you felt good and how more
tolerant and loving you were.
Yet governments around
the world believe that war,
violence, even genocide,
can result in peace, without
realizing that if there’s no
peace inside then it’ll never
be possible to have peace
outside.
Peace is more than just a
thought, it’s who we truly are,

deep down inside. A peaceful
attitude is a reflection of our
deeper self. So when we
see the horror of what is
happening in Gaza, Siberia,
Ukraine, Missouri, to name
just a few, we see leaders
who are fearful, self-centered,
and out of touch with their
inner truth.
The main culprit in all this is
the egocentric nature of the
mind: self-centeredness is
the distraction, the constant
focus on our own needs.
We keep looking outward for
satisfaction as we think that
peace and happiness come
from outside us. Yet peace it
is an inside job.
How do we deal with this?
How can we claim our dignity,
humanity and humility, both
as individuals and as a
human race? The sanest way
to find and be at peace is by
just stopping, being quiet, and
making friends with ourselves
through meditation. Only this
has the power to lift us out of
the quicksand of the mind, or
out of misunderstanding and
suffering. Through it we find
our freedom from reactive,
rash, and self-serving
behavior. Having a more
compassionate understanding
is vital to our development
and survival as a human race.
“Meditation is calming
the reptilian brain,” writes
Matthew Fox in Be The
Change. “We have all got
three brains in us: One is a
reptilian brain, which is about
420 million years old, our
mammal brain is half that

old, and our most recent one
is the intellectual creative
brain. The reptilian brain
is very prominent; it runs
our respiratory and sexual
systems; it is action and
reaction. We have to calm
this reptilian brain so that the
mammal brain, which is the
brain of compassion and is
here to bring kindness and
kinship and bonding, can
function. I mean, reptiles do
not make good lovers; that
is not their thing. Meditation
allows us to treat the reptilian
brain well: ‘Nice crocodile,
nice crocodile.’ When we
calm the crocodile, then the
mammal brain can assert
itself. Meditation is a survival
mechanism for us all to calm
our reptilian brain.”
Meditation is about making
friends with ourselves, just as
we are. When we’re at peace
with ourselves then we’ll be at
peace with our world. That’s
one less person suffering
and one less person causing
suffering to others.
Award-Winning Authors
Ed and Deb of Be The
Change, How Meditation can
Transform You and the World,
are mindfulness, meditation
and yoga experts. Deb’s new
novel is: Merging: Women
in Love -- what happens
when you fall in love with
the least likely person of the
least likely gender? – and
she’s the author of Your Body
Speaks Your Mind, now in 19
languages. They have three
meditation CDs.
www.EdandDebShapiro.com

Sam Von Reiche, PsyD

How Do You Forgive Someone Who Has Hurt You DeeplY?
How do you forgive someone who has hurt
you very deeply? And what if that someone
is your spouse?
How can your marriage survive and
eventually thrive again following a breach
of the likes of abuse or an extramarital
affair? The ability to move on and forgive
under these circumstances is one of the
greatest challenges even the most humble
and willing among us will ever face. But it
is always possible to forgive no matter how
great the pain or wide the resulting rift may
be. And by doing so, you can build not only
a stronger and more intimate marital bond
than ever before, but greater awareness
and fulfillment as individuals as well.
The old cliché not withstanding, forgiveness
actually has nothing to do with forgetting.
Think about something quite painful that
you’ve experienced at someone else’s
hands. Have you forgiven that person?
Hopefully so, for both of your sakes. Yet
have you forgotten what happened? Likely
not, especially if the wound was deep.
True, forgiveness springs from a conscious
shift in perspective, rather than amnesia;
it is based on the choice to focus on what
makes that person and the relationship so
valuable, rather than just the offense. If your
marriage has been moderately satisfying
and healthy, there is a wealth of positives to
help temper your hurt and angry feelings.
Invest the effort to consider the ‘big picture’
and forgiveness will be a much easier
choice.
The following are several suggestions I offer
married couples that I work with to help
facilitate the process of forgiveness and
repair:
State of the Union Meetings: Schedule
regular times to discuss how things are
going in important areas. Treat them like
real appointments. Limit the length from
30 minutes to an hour, and make sure only
one person speaks at a time. Use these
meetings for praise and support as well
as for airing grievances. Keep them even
when there isn’t something big to talk about.
When these discussions have become a
well-established habit, they will provide the
best context to communicate effectively
without fighting or withdrawal when
something goes wrong.
Get Up, Stand Up: It is critical to stand up
and take responsibility for the behavior(s)

that caused your spouse so much pain, to
express the simple but magic words “I’m
sorry” with genuine sincerity, and then ask
for forgiveness. Do not justify or defend
the negative actions in any way. After all,
who feels like pardoning someone when
they don’t seem to be sorry for what they
did wrong, or are unwilling to right it? So
unless you’re married to the Dalai Lama,
you’re not going to get a gracious pardon
without taking responsibility.
Lightning Can Strike Twice: The final
step in the healing process is to declare
your clear commitment to protect your
spouse from future offenses. This should
be backed by a concrete prevention
plan. Without such a plan, history is likely
to repeat itself and further damage the
foundation of your marriage. If infidelity
during frequent business travel caused
the wound, for example, commiting to
searching for a position that entails less
or no business travel may be an essential
part of the plan. If you tend to become
verbally abusive owing to a lack of good
communication skills, propose several
sessions to work with a couple’s therapist.
Living Out Loud: When your spouse
openly solicits your forgiveness, respond
by saying “I forgive you” out loud. You
can go even further by saying “I love you
unconditionally and commit to healing our
marriage.” These words are for you -- not
just for your partner because statements
of intention are very powerful ways to
mobilize the subconscious mind to do
WIT (Whatever It Takes) to achieve your
conscious goals.
A Mile in Their Shoes: As part of your
growth, both as a spouse and as an
evolving human being, reflect as deeply
as possible on what occurred from his/
her standpoint. This will take a great deal
of willingness and humility because your
hurt feelings will tell you there is nothing
legitimate about what happened. But
no matter what it was, it is possible to
understand more fully where they were
coming from to facilitate forgiveness.
Accept What You Can’t Change:
Learning to accept circumstances
and characteristics we don’t have
complete control over paves the way for
forgiveness. It is also a key ingredient
of wisdom and a happier life. If your
spouse has a tendency to be impulsive,

over- or under-emotional, for example, he/
she probably always will. It is the ongoing
commitment to growth that counts -- to work
at managing and improving upon our flaws
-- and compassion rather than judgment
from our partners that helps us to our feet
when we stumble.
Only The Shadow Knows: Intimacy means
you and your partner know each other
intimately well. This includes situations
where you’re both stripped of the social
personas you show mostly everyone else
-- and it’s sometimes not a pretty sight.
You get jealous. He gets loud. And you are
guaranteed to hurt each other with your
‘shadow’ side.
For Better Or Worse: When we take
marriage vows to honor each other “for
better or worse,” we are not just talking
about external circumstances. It is a
promise to love our spouse unconditionally,
for the best and yes -- even for the worst -of themselves. This does not mean “loving
them anyway.” It reflects a commitment
to love them, shadow and light together.
Because it is only by reaching beyond the
boundaries that separate us as human
beings to embrace our common foibles
and challenges that we experience true
connectedness and meaning in life.
In this spirit, the choice to forgive when your
spouse hits you hard where it hurts most is
like calling a toast to all of humanity...and
the power that made us perfectly imperfect.
Sam Von Reiche, Psy. D. is a licensed
psychologist and certified success coach
with over 20 years of experience and a
thriving private practice in northern New
Jersey. Her areas of expertise include
relationship and marriage counseling and
coaching, adult ADD/ADHD, addiction (drug
and alcohol, as well as food, relationship
and sex addiction), mood challenges
including depression and anxiety, and
success coaching to help her clients live
their “best life”. Dr. Sam is active in the
media, with frequent radio and television
appearances. Her articles have been
featured in the Huffington Post, CNN.Com,
CBS.Com, Glamour.Com and SheKnows.
Com. She is the author of Fifty Ways To
Leave Your Shrink: The Best Alternatives To
Talk Therapy.
www.drsamvonreiche.com
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Cheryl Richardson

The Next Time You Get Angry Do
This And Watch What Happens
Almost every day I post an affirmation on my Facebook Page to
support visitors who want to stay on track with living awake and
authentic lives. I enjoy the interactive nature of Facebook and I
love that I can personally connect with people from around the
globe.
One affirmation I’ve posted in the past usually raises a few
questions.
“I allow myself to embrace my power by fully expressing my
anger in healthy and productive ways.”
It’s the “healthy and productive ways” that people inquire about.
I remember one of the first times I learned how to do just that.
And in doing so, connected with an unexpected power hidden
beneath my anger. Here’s what happened:
In 1991, my friend Lucy died of cancer. She was 83 years old
and for three months we walked the path of completing her
journey together. It was a life-altering experience. I’d never
been that close to death and I was blessed to be with her when
she took her last breath.
For several months after her passing I was very busy. As the
executor of her estate, I was charged with getting her home
emptied and ready to be sold. It was an emotionally turbulent
time. As is often the case with a major life crisis, the floor
beneath my feet started to shift and my life began to change
dramatically. A five-year relationship ended. I was forced to
leave my apartment when my landlord decided to have a family
member move in. And my work started to move in a whole new
direction.
During this period there were lots of tears, frustration, and
exhaustion.
One day, my friend Bill and I were going through Lucy’s house
boxing up her belongings. He listened patiently as I cried
and complained about losing my friend and the subsequent
uprooting of my life. After an hour or so, he asked me to follow
him to the basement. Once there, he showed me a large box
of glass he’d gathered in a corner of the room. “I’m going
upstairs” Bill said, “and I’m going to turn up the stereo full blast.
When I do, I want you to empty this box into the corner of this
room.”
I looked at him as if he were crazy.
“And as you smash each jar I want you to scream and yell as
loud as you can to get the pent up rage out of your body. Don’t
come up until all the glass is gone.”
As Bill climbed the basement stairs, I stood looking at the box.
Was I really that angry, I wondered? I didn’t think so. But,
honoring his request, as soon as I heard the music kick in I
picked up the first jar and smashed it in the corner. It made a
loud, popping sound. Then, I picked up another and let it rip.
By the third jar I was screaming like a mad woman desperately
grabbing for the next one.

By the time I emptied the box, something significant had
shifted inside me. I felt both exhausted and exhilarated. I ran
up the basement stairs looking for more glass.
That day taught me about the importance of expressing my
anger. Until then, I never felt comfortable being angry. It just
wasn’t nice. When I was mad, I’d do things like write ragefilled letters that I never sent, or talk to friends. While these
methods were helpful, they never left me feeling empowered
the way moving my body did.
Smashing glass helped me to realize that using my intellect
to express anger wasn’t enough. I needed to physically get
the anger up and out of my body to access the power hidden
beneath.
For days after that experience I felt lighter, emotionally
stronger, and better able to face the job before me.
Since then, I’ve learned to accept the fact that we all get
angry and keeping it inside does no one any good. So I use
healthy, safe ways to let it out. I take a kickboxing class,
dance like a mad woman, or visit a batting cage with Michael
to smack baseballs.
I’m not interested in being nice or ignoring “distasteful”
feelings. As far as I’m concerned swallowing anger is a
recipe for trouble – relationship problems, illness, and
depression.
So remember, the next time you get pissed, don’t stuff it, and
don’t just use your words. Take a spin class and ride your
way to emotional freedom. Kick a soccer ball around the
backyard. Visit a driving range and whack golf balls. Crank
up the music and scream at the top of your lungs.
Then wait for the power to emerge.
It will. It’s there. Always has been. It’s just waiting for you to
let it out.
Cheryl Richardson is the New York Times best-selling author
of several books including, Take Time for Your Life, Life
Makeovers, Stand Up for Your Life, The Unmistakable Touch
of Grace, The Art of Extreme Self Care and her new book
with Louise Hay entitled You Can Create an Exceptional
Life. Cheryl is a lifestyle coach and speaker whose work
has been featured on Good Morning America, The Today
Show, CBS This Morning, New York Times, USA Today,
Good Housekeeping, and O Magazine. She was the team
leader for the Lifestyle Makeover Series on the Oprah
Winfrey Show and she accompanied Oprah on the “Live Your
Best Life” nationwide tour. Cheryl also served as the coexecutive producer and host of “The Life Makeover Project
with Cheryl Richardson” on the Oxygen Network, and as
the co-executive producer and host of two Public Television
Specials – “Stand Up for Your Life” and “Create an Abundant
Life.”
www.cherylrichardson.com

Guy FINLEY

Follow These Twelve
Secrets All the Way Home
Letting go is the journey and it never
ends. Never. It only begins - over and
over again - each time we can glimpse
something higher than our own painful
certainty over who we think we are.

to feel bad or sad over anything once it is
understood that psychic suffering is just a
symptom of spiritual short-sightedness?
And that is truly all it is. Here now is the
cure.

So it is here, within ourselves that the
work of letting go must be done. To fully
see what is unwanted by us begins
with revealing what is unknown within
us. There is no other way. This is why
we must persist within the inner work of
our own individual inner journey.

There is always something higher; a life
beyond the limits of our present sight. But
to see what is further we must be willing
to lift our eyes from their present point of
focus. This is letting go. Have no concern
if at first you can’t see. Vision will come.
Here is an encouragement. See the truth
of it and the truth of it will see you through
your journey. Release always follows
revelation and real revelation is always a
glimpse of something that was only just out
of sight.

The most amazing aspect about this
special self-voyage is that each time
we make it to yet another higher safe
harbor within, we find it isn’t so much
that we have been delivered to a
place of increased personal power as
we’ve been released from a long-held
and deep-seated, mistaken belief in a
powerless self! And as this false self
is washed away in the light of our new
understanding, along with it fades all
of its equally false desires; desires that
up to this point we had been convinced
were our own necessary needs.
If we persevere on the journey, we will
be well on our way out. We can ask
ourselves who needs to worry; to be
anxious; to feel lonely or full of doubt;
to express anger; to map the future or
regret the past; to carry a grudge or
plan some revenge? In fact, who needs

Here are 12 ways to lift your inner eyes
that in themselves tell The Secret of
Letting Go:
1. You are always right where you need to
be to take the next step beyond yourself.
2. Living in inner darkness, there are only
two choices: The wrong one or the lucky
one.
3. See the upset not as an exterior
circumstance to be remedied, but rather as
an interior condition to be understood.
4. That bad feeling you don’t want to feel is
the feeling of not wanting that bad feeling.

5. If life knocks you flat on your back,
open your eyes: Above you are the
stars.
6. You can either die to experiences or
from them.
7. Letting go is all about finding out
who you are not, and having the
courage to leave it at that.
8. The only way to produce more inner
light is by consciously sitting in the
inner darkness.
9. Letting go is not giving up; it is going
up.
10. Defeat is a memory -- it does not
exist in real life.
11. You can have the realization of
helplessness without the feeling of
helplessness.
12. Never think that any situation is too
difficult for Truth to Triumph.
Guy Finley is director of Life of
Learning Foundation and the bestselling author of more than 40
books and audio albums on selftransformation and higher success.
www.guyfinley.org

Long Term Care Planning
Ed Gaelick CLU, ChFC
Most people look forward to the
benefits of retirement – traveling,
time with loved ones, relaxation
and reflection of the years gone
by. However, a major issue is
often overlooked while preparing
for your future. What would you
do if you or a loved one were
unable to care for yourself on a
daily basis?
One of the most important parts
of your elder care planning is
developing a strategy to protect
your dignity, independence,
financial security and choices
should you need ongoing
assistance with the basic
activities of daily living. Options
for such help may include paying
for care yourself, depending on
support from others or purchasing
private insurance.
Having private Long Term Care
(LTC) insurance safeguards your
assets and protects the quality of
life for you and your family. The
most common reason given for
not purchasing an LTC plan is
that it is too expensive; however,
there are too many variables to
make this belief a true statement
for everyone. A plan can be
designed to meet a need or
budget.
Recognizing that the government
cannot pay for long term care, the
federal tax code offers incentives
for people to take personal
responsibility for their future
long term care needs. Some
states also offer tax incentives.
Consult with your accountant to
benefit from the tax savings by

purchasing LTC insurance.
Here are some additional
misconceptions people may have
about long term care that may
be preventing you from securing
coverage.
I don’t need LTC insurance
because my family will take
care of me.
POSSIBLE – This option can
cause physical, emotional and
financial strain to your family
members. Who will take the
overnight shift?
I don’t need LTC insurance
because I have Disability
insurance and they cover the
same things.
FALSE – Disability insurance
provides income replacement
if you become sick or injured
and are unable to work. It is not
designed to cover LTC expenses.
I don’t need LTC insurance
because Medicare covers the
cost of long term custodial
care when it is delivered by a
Medicare certified agency or
facility.
FALSE – Medicare does not
cover the cost of long term
custodial care, regardless of
where it is delivered or who
delivers the care. It is designed
to cover medical expenses for
acute conditions.
I don’t need LTC insurance
because Medicaid pays for
nursing home care as well
as long term care services at
home and in the community.

FALSE - Medicaid is limited to
those with low incomes or those
who incur catastrophic medical
expenditures. To be eligible
for Medicaid, recipients must
first “spend down” their assets
to a level that qualifies them
for benefits. Spending down
occurs when private or personal
finances are depleted to the
extent that an individual becomes
eligible for Medicaid – it is
essentially a process of voluntary
impoverishment.
Please give consideration to
this important issue and contact
a professional to help you start
planning your Long Term Care
strategy.
PSI Consultants, LLC is certified
to market Long Term Care
Partnership plans in NY, NJ, PA
& CT.
In 1985, Ed Gaelick established
PSI Consultants, LLC where
he specializes in company
sponsored employee benefits,
business planning and personal
insurance. Throughout his
career, Ed has received many
of the highest professional
honors awarded in the insurance
industry. His dedication, integrity
and fortitude have earned him
great respect from his clients,
staff and peers.
www.psi-consultants.com
This article is intended to provide
guidance only. PSI Consultants
is located in New Jersey.
Regulations may vary by State.
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Identifying and Revealing Your
Identity Is the Key to Personal Empowerment
By Linzi Levinson
What do you believe in and stand
for? These answers will help you to
specifically define your identity, which
will lead you to empowerment. Share
what you know and begin to take
more control of your life. Did you
know that others actually want to learn
from you? Did you realize that what
you get from the sharing is far more
wellness than you can imagine? It is
because sharing who you are affirms
your stronger identity and leads you to
greater self-esteem. This is within your
control and it matters, so start today.
Tell the world about who you are.
Claim Your Identity
It is up to you to claim your identity.
Decide what you believe in, what you
stand for and what you are passionate
about. If you are not sure, try things.
Get uncomfortable, seek the unfamiliar,
and head into foreign terrain. When
you have hit discomfort, or lack
familiarity, you will then know you have
begun some path of discovery. It is
only with discovery of self, others, and
our world, that we can truly learn what
we need to know about what really
makes us tick. What turns us on is
vital to establishing personal and very
individualized identity. Be proactive.
This is critical so that you can get to
know the person you are about to love.
That person is you.

Find Your Way to Empowerment!
If you know who you are and what
you believe, you can share with
others and become a leader in what
you do know. It only takes one
person to start a belief system. It
only takes one person to enlighten
others to a new perspective; this can
lead to change within, and change
in the world as we know it. Did you
consider the fact that you are the one
person who could lead to all this?
What do you know? What do you
want to share? What do you hope to
change? Make it happen. Few do
this, but you can.
Take Control of Your Life!
We often think that our life is
happening to us, when in reality, we
can totally make our lives happen.
Take control by deciding what matters
to you and acting upon it. Give to
charity, give someone a compliment,
share knowledge you have, offer time
you have, choose to tell your stories
so other people can learn. You may
think your dark stories are shameful;
they are not. They are lessons
others can be inspired by. You may
think your celebration stories are
bragging; they are not. They are
reasons for others to motivate to a
better place and certainly can provide
hope.

Choices Lead to Changes!
It is easy to analyze what we do not
have, or what we wish we had, or what
others have that we want to have.
Here is the thing: you can choose
to start being a leader, a believer, a
motivator and a one who inspires. It is
about telling the truth, being real with
what you have to say, keeping your
intentions clean, and really wanting
others to learn from you. Powerful
people share their power because
they know it will not run out. Smart
people share knowledge because they
know it will come back to them 10-fold.
Kind people choose to give because
when giving is a choice, it transforms
into power. Make a choice to take
your power, share what you learn, and
be kind. The world will shift and you
will witness your own magic.
Linzi Levinson has a master’s degree
in counseling psychology and she
enjoys a successful relationship
counseling practice as well as a
comprehensive life coaching practice.
She is the host of the radio show
Illuminating Now! Linzi’s Life Secrets.
www.qualityforlifecoaching.com

David R. Moore, DC

Your Amazing Body
Your body is your best friend. Who
was there even when no one else
was? Your body! It has been with you
through thick and thin, day and night,
year in and year out. Your body is
really your most faithful friend!
Don’t you think you owe your body
some love? Think of all it does for
you.
For example, eight million new
healthy red blood cells are
manufactured in the bone marrow
every second, without you even being
aware of it. Eight million! Your heart
beats about 100,000 times per day;
probably three billion times during
a lifetime. Your lungs deliver breath
through 1,500 miles of airways. All
your body’s processes are engineered
by literally billions of nerve cells
that go about their business
uncomplainingly, working night and
day to keep you functioning and in
good health. Your best friend is there
for you 24/7.
Your body is absolutely irreplaceable.
A Yale University biophysicist, Dr.
Harold J. Morowitz, estimated that if
the chemicals comprising the human
body were ordered from a scientific
chemical catalogue, the purchase
would add up to about six million
dollars. Arranging the chemicals in the
human body to make cells would take
an additional six billion dollars. Using
the cells to make tissues, organs, and
organ systems would skyrocket the
costs into the incalculable. Your body
is priceless.
Think how wonderful your body is.
Every time the body experiences
injury or illness, it immediately begins
working toward healing. For example,
the instant you break a bone, the
blood vessels seal off, forming a clot.
The broken ends start pouring bone

cells into the gap between the broken
pieces to build a bridge between them
and fuse back together again. Then
the body reinforces the bridge between
the broken bone ends with calcium and
minerals to make the bridge strong.
When you have broken a bone, you go
to the doctor. Yet the doctor doesn’t heal
you of a broken bone. The doctor simply
sets the body in the proper position so
that the body’s own healing powers can
take over.
In much the same way, a chiropractor
sets the bones of the spine in the right
position so that the body’s natural
healing powers can go to work on
anything that is not functioning right.
B. J. Palmer, the son of the founder
of chiropractic, said, “The power that
made the body heals the body.”
The body has innate intelligence and
marvelous powers of self-healing and
regeneration.
A chiropractor sets the body in place
so as to keep those healing and
healthy processes unobstructed.
In fact, chiropractors specialize
in the removal of obstructions
— called subluxations — so
that the body’s natural healing
and regenerative powers can
take over and keep
you in good health.
David Moore, DC, is a chiropractor
and owner of On Track Chiropractic
& Lifestyle Center, located in
Clifton, NJ. Dr. Moore has appeared
on radio and television and he
frequently presents to audiences
that are interested in learning about
living a healthy lifestyle. He is the
author of the book The Chiropractic
Evolution: Health From the Inside Out.
www.ontrackchiro.com

• What do you absolutely love to do?
• What do you find yourself thinking
about in your spare time?
• What gives you the most satisfying
feelings of accomplishment?
For business owners, passion isn’t
enough. You also must consider the
following so that your daily grind can
become a labor of love:
• Is anyone doing it already
• Who’s your competition?
• Who’s your target audience?
• How will you reach them?
• What’s your projected profitability?

Let Passion Power Your Performance:

Spend some time thinking about your
passions. Make a list and try to connect
your passions with how you can change
your life based on those passions.

By Rosanna Imbriano

Do you love working with the elderly?
Maybe you can embrace that passion
and volunteer at a nursing home, visiting
those who have no visitors. You will feel
great and so will they. Everyone wins.

Honing In On What Excites You Will Transform Your Life
In business and in life, focusing on what
motivates you will drive your success. I
know this from experience, but first let
me give you a little background about
my upbringing.
I was born at home to Antonio and
Annunziata Masullo in 1960 in
Sant’Angelo dei Lombardi, Italy, a small
agricultural town about 60 minutes
from Naples. Unable to make a living
in the town where we lived, my family
immigrated to the United States in 1962.
Shortly after arriving, my father
contracted tuberculosis and underwent
major surgery to remove one of his
kidneys and the other was barely
functioning. We were told that he had
only six months to live. So my mother
had to find a job and, with the support
of her family, tried her best to make it
through the tough times.
Seeing my parents struggling and
too embarrassed to ask for public
assistance, I admired their resilience
and developed a deep appreciation and
compassion for the Italian community
and its hardships. My mother inspired
me to be a strong, independent
businesswoman. Thus, I’ve always had
only two passions in life, being a woman
in business and being Italian.

In 2013, my passion for the Italian
community is what drove me to
establish Sempre Avanti, Inc., a
nonprofit resource center focused on
assisting Italians and Italian-Americans
resolve issues, make their lives less
stressful, and be more productive.
With my passion driving me, one year
after inception Sempre Avanti has
partners representing five states of
the United States, four regions of Italy,
Canada, and Greece. It has also helped
families with issues of dual citizenship,
Italian pensions, renewal of Italian
passports, immigration, and more.
As you can see, my passion for being
Italian and being a woman in business
is driving my personal success and
the success of my businesses. Finding
out what really gets you motivated and
channeling that into everything you do
will make a difference in your life and
work, too.
Identify Your Passion
So, how do you identify what your
passion is? Well, think about the
following:
• What makes you smile?
• Why do you get up in the morning?

Is gardening your passion? If so and you
have an abundance of vegetables when
your crops come into season, donate
some to a local food shelter. Imagine the
good feelings you will have sharing your
fresh vegetables with those who may
seldom experience them.
The possibilities are endless. Let your
heart guide you. Start small and see
what comes from it. It won’t be long
before you hone in on the things that
really drive you on a daily basis. Those
positive feelings—and the motivation
that comes from doing what you know is
right for you—will change your life and
probably the life of others, too!
Rosanna Imbriano is the founder and
executive director of Sempre Avanti, Inc.
She also owns RI Consulting, LLC, a
marketing consulting firm that focuses
on strategic marketing. Rosanna is a
contributing author to the book, Jersey
Women Mean Business! Big Bold
Business Advice from New Jersey
Women Business Owners: Practical
Pointers, Solutions, and Strategies for
Business Success.
www.SempreAvanti.org

Luis Soto, Jr

To Live In The
Present Moment
How many times have you promised
yourself that you will live in the present
moment?
What special skill is required to drink the
space of this generous present moment?
How can we tell when we are not being
present in our life and with the people
around us?
Good day spiritual seeker of Truth. Today
we will discuss what it actually takes to
live in the present moment of time and
space. Tracing back many centuries,
spiritual texts talk about the eternal
present moment in time. How, when we
truly surrender to the order of the universe
and trust that the steps we are taking are
being divinely guided by this innate source
of good, we will start to experience the
magic, wonder, synchronicity that comes
with this immense sense of trust and
certainty that the universe is on our side.
The generous present moment is where
all possibility exists in the quantum field of
manifestation. We must be steadfast with
our desire and willingness to truly live in
this space of possibility. You can tell right
away when you are not being present in
your life. All of a sudden, you start to react
to people, situations and circumstances
that get the best out of you. To be present
in your life is to live authentically in the
now. It requires for us to be the observer
of our ego-self-consciousness. The ego
is the part of us that loves to control
everything in our world. This dark shadow
self is there to help us wake up to our
divine self.
Think about this for a moment. How many
times have you found yourself discovering
parts of you that you didn’t know existed
until the ego led you to some unfortunate

event that reached your attention on a deep
spiritual level? The ego’s job is to help the
soul wake up to its purpose in life. Only by
us going through the “dark night of the soul”
can we liberate ourselves from our false
identity. Through the practice of meditation,
self- awareness and self- love we can begin
to liberate ourselves from our past. It is our
job to harness the energy that exists in the
present moment.
Why do we need to be present in our life?
Divine intelligence only breathes the present
moment. All our aspirations, visions and deep
knowing is connected to this eternal now. The
more you linger in this empty space of reality,
the easier it will be to draw new experiences
to you. The secret is to surrender your
body, relax your mind and trust the divine in
you. Remind yourself that you are energy
manifested into human form by divine nature.
Our birth right is joy, abundance, happiness,
love, peace and possibility. The choice is
always there for you to get closer to source or
be distracted by ego.
How can you tell when your ego self is
running your life?
1. The first clue is that you have a difficult
time being in silence.
2. Your thoughts are mostly negative which
create bad habits in your life.
3. You find yourself desensitizing your
emotions with alcohol, overeating, excessive
television, gossip, extreme workout regimens
and so on.
Please don’t be embarrassed by this
observation if any of these labels represent
your state of being. The beauty behind all this
is that once you are aware of your behavior
there’s power to change. You must be willing
to look at your false self and admit who you

have been. This type of honesty is called
transparency.
I completely understand that to admit you
are unworthy, judgmental or a victim is
very difficult to do. Remember, these are
all false state of being where the ego has
a field day with you. The moment you
shine the light of truth to these destructive
emotions is when you start taking your
power back. That will give you access to
your authentic self which will lead you to
being in the present moment. Everything
is all connected in a divine tapestry called
your life.
Be bold and fearless spiritual warrior!
Don’t let the ego rob you of this present
moment. You deserve to live your life
purposely, abundantly and joyously. Would
you rather distract yourself with activities
that don’t fuel your soul or drink from
the wellspring of the divine? The choice
is yours to make now. Don’t allow past
experiences to pull you away from the
present moment. Who are you trying to
protect by admitting falsehood in your life?
We all wear masks to cover our hurts and
disappointments, the events in our life that
brought pain and suffering to our soul.
I empathize with you great seeker of truth.
Today is the moment to surrender those
unfortunate events to a greater mind and
allow it to heal your soul. You started this
journey because you yearn for the truth of
who you really are. The divine presence
that resides in you only wants you to
be happy and fulfill your life. Take heart
spiritual warrior and immerse yourself into
the unknown where all possibilities exist.
The uncertainty will bring you back to the
present moment if you allow the innate
inner wisdom to guide your heart to your
destiny. The question is, are you ready to
be present?
Luis Soto Jr., is a transformational life
coach, personal trainer, author, and
motivational speaker. His new book
is entitled, Awaken to the Brand
New You.
www.newlifeliving.org

CHANGE YOUR
ATTITUDE…

Change Your Attitude… Change Your Life (CYACYL), the brand
devoted to helping people live happy, healthy, empowered lives, is
publishing the first of the It’s A Good Life book series, a collaboration
of life-changing information from thought leaders around the world,
and we’re looking for contributing authors. If you dream about
writing a book or if you are already published but would like to share
your knowledge with a large audience, then this is the project for you!

CHANGE YOUR
LIFE
ANNOUNCES THE
FIRST BOOK IN THE
IT’S A GOOD LIFE
BOOK SERIES
AN EXCITING
OPPORTUNITY FOR
YOU TO PARTICIPATE

*

Attention life coaches,
trainers, business
experts, health
professionals, or anyone
with life wisdom to
share, Change Your
Attitude…Change Your
Life has an exciting
opportunity for you!

Contributing authors will write one chapter in the book - a life lesson
on a topic of your choice. THIS IS NOT A PAY FOR CHAPTER
PARTICIPATION BOOK. Editorial will be selected based on content,
writing style and ability, and author credentials. Submission does not
guarantee inclusion. Your work will appear with the work of some of
the most inspirational and influential people in the world!
It’s A Good Life will be promoted through the CYACYL established
distribution channels. In addition, the book will be available to more
than 30,000 wholesalers, retailers, libraries and booksellers in more
than 100 countries through our distribution partners, which include
Amazon, Barnes and Noble, and Ingram.
If you would like to learn more about participating in this exciting
collaborative self-help publication, visit maximilianpublishing.com.

Connecting the Dots Between
Mind, Body, Soul and Spirit

Paleo Egg Protein Muffin
By Chef Todd Daigneault
Ingredients
1 can food release spray
8 eggs
8 ounces cooked ham, crumbled
1 cup diced sweet red bell pepper
1 cup diced Vidalia onion
½ cup finely sliced asparagus tips
¼ tsp fresh ground nutmeg
1/4 tsp kosher salt
1/8 tsp ground black pepper
2 tbsp cold water
Directions
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F. Grease 8
muffin cups or line with paper liners.
Beat eggs together in a large bowl. Add ham,
bell pepper, onion, and asparagus. Mix in
nutmeg, salt, black pepper, and water into
the beaten eggs. Pour egg mixture evenly
into prepared muffin cups.
Bake in the preheated oven until muffins are
set in the middle, 18 to 20 minutes. Insert a
toothpick into muffin mixture. If the toothpick
comes out clean, the egg muffin is done .
Let sit and rest 5 minutes keeping warm with
tented covered aluminum foil before serving.

www.cookingwithcheftodd.com

